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PRESSRELEASE
Arcoma strengthens existing partnership with Canon Europe, which is expected
to increase sales by approx. 25 MSEK per year.
Starting immediately, Arcoma will be selling Arcoma branded systems integrated with Canon image
software and detectors throughout Europe, the Middle East and Africa.
Until now, Canon distributors have bought the image software and the detectors directly from Canon
Europe, having two points of sourcing for a complete system. This new agreement allows Arcoma to
deliver the completely integrated system, ensuring functionality, quality and reducing installation
time for its customers. The agreement will increase Arcoma sales by approx. 25 MSEK per year and
will strengthen the Arcoma brand in Europe considerably.
“We are proud to be able to sell the complete Arcoma branded systems with the Canon detectors
throughout EMEA. The strengthened alliance with Canon allows us to pre-stage systems prior to
installation, thus reducing installation time for end-users and ensuring system functionality and
quality. This is further an important part of Arcomas strategy to strengthen the Arcoma brand and
increase its product offering”, says CEO Mikael Högberg.
About Arcoma:
Arcoma, with long experience in the industry, is a leading provider of integrated digital X-ray systems
with high quality and advanced technology. Arcomas products offer the latest digital imaging
technology combined with technically advanced moving positioning systems, combined with
ergonomic Scandinavian design, the customer offers complete, configurable and functional digital xray systems. The company's products are sold through retailers as well as OEM customers and today
there are over 3,500 of Arcomas X-ray systems installed worldwide. Arcoma is listed on Nasdaq First
North.
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